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As the leading workplace management software, 
deskbird offers a user-centric solution for companies 
with hybrid work models. Employees can see who is in 
the office, schedule office and home office days, and 
book desks in 2 clicks. Admins can view office usage 
statistics and more to create a work experience that all 
employees love. 
Deskbird is already one of the fastest growing SaaS 
startups. Schaeffler, Heineken, KFC, Knauf, Volksbank
and many more companies of all sizes trust deskbird.

The popular 
OS for your 
flexible office
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About deskbird

Founded in 2020

Swiss-German 
SaaS company

Backed by Investors Fortyone, Rivus Capital and 
Session.vc.

Founders: Ivan Cossu, Jonas Hess

$ 6M in total funding 40+ employees
working hybrid
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Companies around the world trust 
deskbird for their flexible workplace

@Ivan – kannst 
du hier die 

aktullen Zahlen 
befüllen?

flexible workplaces are
being managed with deskbird 

1’000+
people are using the

deskbird solution regularly

50’000+
bookings per day

are made with deskbird

10’000+
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Create a great flexible workplace 
with deskbird

Avoid chaos when managing attendance and 
resource utilization, esp. compared to a manual 
spreadsheet-based solution. For employees we 
guarantee simple and efficient use – every day.

Efficiently manage 
the workplace

Be intentional when it comes to fostering social 
connections. Coordinating with a highly adopted 
tool leads to higher retention and can reduce 
employee fluctuation by 40%.

Right time, right place – matters. Help teams 
sync their schedules to be in the office when they 
need to collaborate. Without coordination an 
employee can lose 1 day of productivity per week.

Increase employee 
satisfaction

Improve employee 
performance
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Our product suite makes hybrid work

Desk 
Booking

Room 
Booking

Week 
Planning

(Workspace) 
Analytics

Admin 
Center

Booking of shared desks 
and other resources from 
the list view or floor plan

Booking and syncing of 
meeting rooms with 
Outlook and Google

Scheduling office or remote 
workdays and checking 
colleagues' schedules 

Monitoring office utilization 
to improve workplace 
satisfaction and office ROI

Creating interactive floor 
plans, setting check-in 
requirements, defining 
access rights & more
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A must-have: 
Teams, Slack, 
and Calendar 
integration

Erica Fleming

🏢

Active

Munich HQ | IT area | Desk 31
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Originally, Ivan and Jonas wanted to build a platform for booking coworking spaces, but
the pandemic threw a wrench in their plans. Now deskbird offers businesses a plug-and-
play software that provides a simple and fast solution for booking workspaces and is one of
the fastest growing SaaS startups in Europe.

"In 2019, we wanted to become the number one destination for coworking space bookings,
but the idea wasn’t ready, and the timing was bad. In March 2020, the first lockdown went
off and testing our idea became difficult," Ivan recalls. Covid therefore forced the two
founders to rethink and deskbird was born.

All beginnings are hard, especially in times of a pandemic. Multiple lockdowns and
constantly changing regulations severely limited opportunities for further development.
There was a lack of testing opportunities and at the same time a lack of potential
customers. It proved to be a great challenge to finance the ongoing operations and the
already 10 employees. Looking back, it was a formative time for the founders, during which
they learned how to make tough decisions and how important team cohesion is.

Ivan and Jonas quickly realize how the pandemic is changing the world of work, and with
their app deskbird, they address exactly the new needs of companies and its employees.
"Our vision is to be the most intuitive platform for all aspects of modern workplace
management by 2025 at the latest," says Jonas.

After being founded in August 2020, deskbird closed three successful funding rounds in
mid and late 2021 and in summer 2022. Currently, more than 50,000 employees in various
companies are already booking workplaces with deskbird.

The remote-first team, originating in St. Gallen, Switzerland, now employs around 40
people from more than 15 countries and counts customers from Europe and North America
- from growing startups to established corporations. Two to three times a year, the startup
hosts on-site meetings in addition to various online events to strengthen the cohesion of the
deskbirds.

Founder
story
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Press Contact
Julia Dejakum

Senior Marketing Manager

julia@deskbird.com

+33 767650803

mailto:julia@deskbird.com
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Talk soon.


